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The Key to Restraining Your Heavy Sexual Appetite 

I hope you don’t sabotage yourself into thinking otherwise because you really can control your heavy 

appetite and become sexually sober. I know this is a fact because... 

Some adequately informed people around the globe like me are evidences to this reality, hence I know 

beyond questionable doubts that achieving this goal could be absolutely possible for you too! 

Now... the secret lies in acquiring the will-power to resist your intense urges for as long as you need to, so 

that you’ll eventually quit your annoying behaviour and moderate your sexual activities. And, because it’s 

a learnable skill like riding a bicycle, you can master and appropriate this ability in your own life.  

Well, the good news is... that’s what this book aims to help you achieve! 

So let me quickly calm your curiosity before the full details by giving you an overview of this personal 

change process. 

Taming your wild sexual desires requires that you... 

 Find a lasting solution, 

 Identify and eliminate the obstacles to applying the solution, and... 

 Apply the solution. 

They are the basic steps to limiting your heavy sexual appetite. 

Okay... since you’ve gotten an inside scoop already; here’s how to benefit the most from the details you’ll 

find in the pages ahead. Study this book attentively -- it takes a little time only! 

But before you go any further... 

 

You Must Grasp this Vital Perspective!  

I feel obliged to let you know that because I respect your intelligence, I’ll approach this subject by 

appealing to your understanding (with logical facts you can freely confirm for yourself) instead of your 

“emotions” by expecting that you just take “whatever” I say at face value. That’s how confident I am! 

And here’s a sterling fact… 

I’m thoroughly convinced that the uncommon privilege of learning to control my compulsive sexual 

desires, extensively studying the subject matter along standard principles, and closely observing other 

sexually obsessed individuals adequately equips me to assist you resolve your own ordeal, therefore... 

With these essential points on your mind at all times, I strongly urge you to boldly read and absorb all I’ll 

talk about in this book because I’ll not mislead you. That’s how committed I am! 

 

So, you can now proceed to finding... 
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A Lasting Solution for Your Intense Sexual Urges 

When my compulsive sexual behaviour prompted me into problem-solving mode (I’m here referring 

to the time I began to handle this issue rationally because I couldn’t swallow any more of the deep and 

painful secret worries and inner restlessness that had erupted, gravitated to me and severely escalated 

on a daily basis) I stumbled on two options but selected one as the ideal remedy. 

And, since I realize you need to be absolutely convinced that I know what I’m talking about, I’ll first 

explain the rationale for these choices before discussing them. Now, because... 

 Sensible means the capacity to make good judgements based on reason and experience rather 

than emotions, I made two sensible choices from a variety of others -- medical therapy and 

psychological therapy. 

Also because... 

 Intelligence is the ability to learn, understand and think about things in a logical manner (the 

ability to do this very well) I made an intelligent choice from the two sensible options at my 

disposal -- psychological therapy! 

 

Note that… like a driver’s safety belt, the dictionary definitions for sensible and intelligence constantly 

sets the pace for every decision or conclusion I commit to… this insight is a sample pearl of wisdom! 

 

So… that’s why I chose to deal with my compulsive sexual behaviour via psychological therapy! 

For clarity sake however, I’ll throw some more light on both procedures so you’ll easily follow as I disclose 

the reason for choosing psychological therapy over the medical therapy option, so… 

Let me give you a deeper insight to these procedures! 

Medical therapy: 

 Resolves addictive sexual situations by treatment with prescribed drugs that act on certain brain 

chemicals linked to obsessive sexual behaviours, hence blocking the part of the brain that feels 

the pleasure from sexual activities, 

 Mandates testing several or a combination of medications to find the one with the “fewest” side 

effects, 

 Requires “extended” periods of application (hence a dedicated budget) to avoid a relapse, and... 

 Is a “probable” remedy for addictive sexual manners. 

While, on the other hand... 

Psychological therapy: 

 Focuses on adequate mental enlightenment, 

 Dissolves the “mystery” behind overpowering sexual habits, 

 Empowers one to loosen the “grip” of sexual addiction, and... 
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 Is a lasting solution for compulsive sexual behaviours. 

I believe you now have a clear understanding of the medical and psychological therapy options. Don’t 

you? Okay... 

But a few concerns seriously bothered me about the medical therapy option! 

 First of all... medical therapy like a game of chance is a “probable” remedy, 

 It triggers physiological and psychological “side effects” that could become “severe”, 

 The prescribed drugs are basically “mood stimulants”, and mood stimulants could blaze a new 

trail of problems: they too could cause severe addictive situations, and... 

 Finding an appropriate medication (one with the fewest side effects) requires trying “several” or a 

“combination” of treatments, while the preferred medication mandated extensive periods of 

application (hence a dedicated cash budget) to avoid a relapse. 

Think about it... doesn’t this sound laborious? 

Maybe you even have your personal notions about this option already... do you? 

As for me, I just couldn’t subscribe to a probable solution that mandated an extensive treatment period 

hence a dedicated cash budget; worst of all, could even initiate a fresh set of problems. To me... medical 

therapy wasn’t the way to go! 

But concluding to neglect the medical therapy option obviously turned my focus to the other, and believe 

me... 

The psychological therapy option completely stole my attention! 

I noticed that the details were realistic and straightforward... 

 Psychological therapy explains how the human mind influences addictive sexual behaviour, 

 It fosters understanding of the confusing details behind obsessive sexual urges, 

 This enlightenment exposes the roots of overbearing sexual manners, and... 

 Motivates the ability to subdue a compelling sexual attitude. 

No doubt... I knew this was what I wanted at a glance! So far... what do you think?  

But I still went a step further to purge my observations with a screen of precision because... 

 

I’m a perfectionist and dislike mistakes, so before making the concluding decision to tame my wild sexual 

urges via psychological “instead” of medical therapy, I weighed both procedures against a number of vital 

considerations. 

  

See what this critical evaluation revealed... 

 Medical therapy is a “probable” and “complicated” process with “inevitable” side effects that could 

become “severe”; Psychological therapy is a certain and straightforward procedure without 

serious side effects of any sort... 
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 Medical therapy is time “intensive”; Psychological therapy is relative to the individual concerned, 

 Medical therapy demands a “dedicated” cash budget: Psychological therapy is as good as free, 

and... 

 Medical therapy is “just” a treatment that reforms irrational sexual behaviours via “chemical 

dependency”, rather than with the will-power. And, the result quite often is an emotionally 

“stunted” individual incapable of resolving similar issues that require applying the emotional 

intelligence; Psychological therapy on the other hand is a priceless lifetime asset. It helps to 

subdue compulsive sexual attitudes by developing the power-of-will and consequently leads one 

to attain the true hallmark of adulthood -- mental maturity! And in addition, this ability could be 

adapted to other challenging situations that depend on applying the emotional intelligence. 

Well, these reasons ultimately influenced the decision to resolve my compulsive sexuality via 

psychological therapy -- a decision I’ve never had a single cause to regret! 

Now tell me... doesn’t this choice make plenty of sense to any truly intelligent person? Quickly recall how I 

arrived at it so you’ll grab the supporting facts. Okay, since I’ll safely say we’re now on the same page... 

 

...Let Me Reinforce an Important Emphasis 

Psychological therapy is a truly lasting solution for your heavy sexual appetite -- plain and simple! 

 

So, consider yourself fortunate because a lot of people around the world never learn about nor get this 
close to the solution for their addictive sexual behaviour... lucky you! 

BUT WAIT A MINUTE... 

 

Dealing with your heavy sexual appetite doesn’t just happen by finding a lasting solution... but by 
implementing the solution without fail, because any delay actually compounds this behaviour in 

incremental amounts that ultimately accumulate into huge proportions that are much tougher to resolve. 

 

And just in case you don’t get this irrefutable fact... I’ll explain further with a simple analogy! 

I’ll liken the formation of your overpowering sexual behaviour to winding thread on an empty plastic reel 
till it forms a big bundle. Now, consider each irrational sexual activity as the incremental addition of thread 
on the reel and you’ll figure that just as the empty reel eventually became a big bundle of thread, your 
sexual behaviour ultimately becomes a severe issue that’s difficult to resolve if you don’t do anything 
about it soon enough; just as it’s become tougher to unwind the thread from the bundle. Gotten the idea?  

Therefore in response to this insight, the next logical step after finding a lasting solution for your 
heavy sexual appetite would be implementing it without delay! However, I’ll honestly let you know 
beforehand that... 

If you lack real life experience in this regard, you could meet with unsuspecting but severe obstructing 
obstacles that’ll halt your progress by frustrating you from applying the solution. But, since I’m committed 
to ensure that you don’t only find a lasting solution to your sexual ordeal but that you also apply it without 
delay or fail so you’ll become sexually sober in due course, let me show you right away how to... 
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Identify and Eliminate Any Obstacle to Applying the Solution 

By keeping you sufficiently informed, this section aims to help you spot and avoid any “unsuspecting” 
hindrance to applying the solution for your heavy sexual appetite. 

Do you know why this matter deserves concentrated attention? 

 

Practical experience reveals that however much you desire to, some limiting influences could “shield” you 
from taking action towards implementing the remedy for your annoying sexual behaviour, and worse still... 

You may not realize this happening if you lack appropriate experience, you’ll only observe your attitude 
“worsening” and your “pain” increasing... even when the remedy boldly stares you in the face! 

 

Quite a puzzling situation… 

And because such obstructions prevented me from applying the remedy for my nasty sexual habits, my 

ordeal got no better because things don’t just change like that in real life situations. Well, the result was... 

 I suffered a steady increasing and tormenting guilt complex, 

 I lost myself to deep feelings of inferiority and shame, 

 Long, quiet, sad and lonely moods overshadowed my true personality, and... 

 I painfully endured nasty ridicules from “holier than thou” folks. 

I was too ignorant to realize that change would only come if I applied the solution I had found.  

But, you needn’t fall for any unsuspecting eventualities even if you’re are quite naive because I’ll prepare 

you ahead of any surprises... and I’ll have to start by unfolding this puzzling situation! 

Okay... I’ll equate the process of becoming sexually sober to driving between two specific locations, from 

an origin to a particular destination or from who you currently are to who you intend to become. Now, I’m 

sure you’ll agree that... 

Completing this transformative journey and changing yourself requires leaving your origin and arriving at 

your intended destination without fail... or how else would you successfully tame your wild sexual urges? 

Now... here’s the point of this analogy! 

Unlike driving and looking out ahead of you on a journey to see and avoid the hindrances to a smooth 

ride like rough terrains, you won’t enjoy the luxury of directly spotting the obstacles on the transformative 

journey to becoming sexually sober, and because I know this isn’t reason enough to derail your sobriety 

I’ll prescribe an effective way around this brick wall... 

 

The smartest thing to do would be learning to anticipate with a view to dealing with any impending 

obstacle to adapting the already found solution for your heavy sexual appetite. Let me show you how... 
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But I’ll first define the term “obstacle” so you’ll understand how it concerns what I’m about to say! 

Alright, an “obstacle” is any influencing situation or experience that makes it difficult to do or achieve 

something, and connecting this meaning with our discussion obviously leads to the understanding that... 

WHATEVER opposes the forward movement to implementing the already found remedy for your 

compulsive sexual behaviour is an obstacle you must avoid -- don’t ever let this definition elude you! 

And in addition to the literal meaning... 

 

I want you to have a deeper insight to the nature of the unsuspecting obstacles you’ll likely encounter so 

that you’ll easily identify them in any form they present themselves, rather than have them take you 

unawares and frustrate your intention if in this context you’re inadequately informed... please take note! 

 

So, as I was saying... 

These hindrances for the most part are mental; they are subtle but disastrous and exist deep in the 

unconscious part of the mind where they’re hard to notice. But, they appear as mere thoughts that 

translate into potent reasons that influence your decisions and resulting actions. Now, let me explain... 

How the human mind prompts this puzzling occurrence!  

Because it’s like a storehouse or library of experiences, the mind is only familiar and comfortable with the 

details in its store of records.  

On the other hand, attempting to introduce a fresh experience by doing something outside its record of 

details would require leaving its comfort zone to uncertain quarters. So, in response to this uncertainty, 

the mind recoils and struggles out of panic to stop this uncomfortable progress by evoking thoughts that 

only appeal to the feelings or emotions just in order to restore its comfort. But, since these thoughts are 

emotional or illogical, they give rise to reasons and resulting decisions and actions that are unreasonable. 

Ignorant of this subtle detail, I gave in to the hindrances that prevented me from adapting the solution for 

my obsessive sexual attitude... my mind lured me into accepting comfortable but illogical thoughts and 

decisions rather than uncomfortable but logical thoughts and decisions! 

And since any influencing obstacle you’ll experience would basically originate from the thoughts in your 

head, they tend to have one general nature in common...  

I delayed taking action towards dealing with my sexual ordeal even when the reason, decision and 

resulting action were neither sensible nor intelligent. Now turned to later, later... tomorrow, but 

tomorrow never arrived and nothing eventually happened because I gave in to... Procrastination! 

However, this provided a solid clue to identifying any limiting influence because I learned that... 

ANY opposing thought, reason, decision or consequential action on the way to adapting the solution for 

your intense sexual urges that’s not sensible and doesn’t lead to an intelligent decision but causes you 

to delay and procrastinate taking action is a limiting influence you must avoid at all cost... Yes! 

Now, since you’ve been systematically equipped to identify any obstacle to your sobriety... 
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I’ll explain how you’ll smartly avoid any suspected limitation to becoming sexually sober since 

you can identify them now! But just before that, I believe you’ll benefit from what I’m about to say. 

Okay, it’s just a few disturbing observations connected with procrastination... 

 Why did I ever fall for this trap with my eyes wide open? 

 Why did I delay resolving my sexual ordeal when the influencing reason clearly wasn’t sensible?  

 Why did I consciously make an unintelligent decision in the place of intelligence? 

 Why did I endure the horrible distress when sexual sobriety held a much better life? 

 And why did I have to learn from painful experiences when intelligence was a better teacher? 

Wouldn’t you want to know the answer to these questions? Well, it’s all because... 

Those experiences were the “resulting” consequences of my prevailing thought pattern. The prevailing 

thoughts that “gradually” translated into “seemingly” justifiable but “false” reasons to procrastinate 

activating the solution for my addictive sexual lifestyle... Thoughts → Reasons → Procrastination! 

And beside this revelation, curiosity further led me to ascertain the roots of the specific “thoughts” that 

evoked false reasons and decisions to procrastinate. See what this deep evaluation revealed... 

The thoughts that yield reasons to delay (in this instance) would specifically depend on individual 

circumstances, but they generally originate from doubt and shame! The details below explain... 

 

How Doubt and Shame Blocked Me from Resolving My Addictive Sexuality! 

Doubt: I “unconsciously” doubted I could reform my compelling sexual behaviour because it had eaten 

deep into me. In fact, it was a part of me. But, with passing time... 

I learned that resolving this situation would require a change process... but could I stand it? And, even in 

the depths of my uncomfortable distress and very much against my will too, I still wasn’t totally 

comfortable with quitting my disgusting habit... could I face the uncertainty of change ahead?  

Well, because these thoughts prevailed, they snowballed into convincing but not sensible reasons to 

unintelligently procrastinate taming my tough sexual desires... those doubtful thoughts obstructed me! 

Shame: This had quite an indirect but very serious crippling effect on my sobriety too. Even after 

wrestling my doubts to the floor, I still lacked the nerves to embrace reformation (as this would expose 

me) because society places a plague on issues like hyperactive sexual situations. So I couldn’t progress 

(by seeking help) towards implementing the solution because... 

I was too ashamed... how would people perceive me? What would people think of me? How would people 

treat me afterwards? Won’t people ridicule me? And, much against my intention, I rather played it safe, 

and playing safe meant enduring the painful misery of my sexual ordeal by remaining quiet, but... 

Since my thoughts really weren’t sensible, neither was the resolve to procrastinate taking action towards 

subduing my intense sexual hunger an intelligent decision... those shameful thoughts hindered me! 

 

Now here’s the summary of this all... 
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Because I ignorantly entertained thoughts of “doubt” and “shame” (in my own situation) even after finding 

a lasting solution for my compulsive sexual behaviour, these thoughts eventually bore seemingly 

satisfying but absolutely false reasons to delay and procrastinate implementing the much sought after 

remedy for my irritating sexual manners... what an attitude! 

In the light of new information however, procrastination “lost” its hold on me to immediate action. When I 

subtracted “doubt” and “shame” from my thoughts... the forward march on the journey to becoming 

sexually sober became completely hitch-free. So, doubt and shame were just “powerless” limitations! 

Okay... I’ll leave you with this reminder as a climax to discussing procrastination.  

Although the specific thoughts that yield reasons and decisions to procrastinate reforming your sexual 

appetite would depend on individual circumstances... look out for the influences of doubt and shame!  

Now, let me tell you... 

How to avoid any limiting influence to applying the remedy for your disgusting sexual habits! 

Avoiding the hindrances to subduing your intense sexual urges would mean excavating the “originating” 

thoughts from your mind, and this simple formula will help you accomplish this anytime... 

 

Do What You’ve Got to do Whether You Feel Like It or Not... do what? 

Once you notice an opposing thought that offers a reason to procrastinate and delay your sobriety, 

answer these questions before committing to any decision... Is it sensible? Is it intelligent? And if it’s 

not...  YOU MUST BOLDLY SAY NO! This way you’ll smoothly excavate such thoughts from your mind. 

 

Come to think of it... 

Wouldn’t this be facing the realities of life like a mature adult? You know it is... don’t you? 

OKAY... Let’s Quickly Recap this Fact!  

You’ve been sufficiently rewarded for reading this far already... haven’t you? I can prove it because I’ve 

just observed a few enviable strides about you… 

 You’ve found a lasting solution for your heavy sexual appetite; you now have a lasting means to 

reforming your overpowering sexual behaviour and moderate your conducts, and... 

 You’ve also learned to identify and eliminate any obstacle to implementing the solution; sexual 

sobriety could be absolutely possible for you now. 

So, you’ve been privy to a lot of unique and advantageous information already… and that’s the proof! 

But it doesn’t just stop here... after all what’s the use for knowledge without application? 

And, because it surely guarantees that you’ll succeed at keeping a tight leash on your domineering sexual 

desires and ultimately becoming sexually sober, here’s an insider’s insight to... 
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Applying the Solution 

You’re now about to achieve something you’ll be pleased with your entire life... It’s time I told you how to 

implement a lasting solution for your intense appetite so you’ll successfully become sexually sober! 

And since it’s been concluded that psychological therapy is a lasting means to go about this, I believe you 

wouldn’t mind me recalling how this option guarantees you’ll achieve this goal without fail. 

Okay... psychological therapy is a truly lasting solution because it resolves compulsive sexual 

behaviours by helping you develop the power-of-will to initiate and nurture the change process 

your sobriety depends on... 

 It’ll enlighten you with advantageous information that’ll help you understand the mysterious details 

behind your obsessive sexual behaviour, 

 You’ll understand why your sexual urges have such an overpowering hold on you, and... 

 You’ll summon the courage to subdue your intense sexual desires; you’ll ultimately quit your 

irritating behaviour and set firm boundaries for your sexual activities. 

In a nutshell, because psychological therapy aims to assist you build the inner strength you 

require to effect the attitudinal change that’ll make you sexually sober, ensure that you... 

Give this piece of detail your undivided attention! 

My ultimate concern because you’re reading this book to leverage my experience and competence is to 

assist you develop the will-power to control your heavy sexual appetite because by giving you a clue to 

applying a lasting solution for your heavy sexual appetite via psychological therapy, you’ll ultimately quit 

your annoying behaviour and be proud of yourself. 

Well, this process begins by offering you... 

A Sensible Recommendation to Make an Intelligent Decision 

 

Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is a dependable informational guide that’ll enable you 

control your heavy sexual appetite by applying a truly lasting solution via psychological therapy. It also 

offers all you’ll require to nurture your new sexual attitude into a solid personal standard! 

 

And because the best I can do is hope that you’re smart, sensible and mature enough to accept the 

responsibility of making an intelligent decision, let me give you these sincere words of advice... 

Embrace Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! with all your heart because I’m certain that when you 

do... you’ll never forget the day our paths crossed! 

Please Turn Over to the Next Page                 
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“REVEALED... A Guided Solution for Your Heavy Sexual Appetite” 

 

 

“Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is a Unique Informational Guide that Both Offers 

You a Lasting Remedy and an Experienced Confidential Mentoring Opportunity So You’ll 

Quickly Develop the Will-Power to Easily Control Your Overpowering Sexual Behaviour and 

Replace Your Deep Painful and Secret Worries with an Incredible Sense of Personal Pride” 

 

 

Hello... 

... My name is Dean Awah. 

Just like me before now, you sincerely want to overcome the frustrating struggles with your extremely 

strong sexual appetite so you’ll quit your annoying habit, moderate your sexual activities and be very 

happy. Well, if you’re confused or don’t exactly know how to go about it, lucky you... I’ll show you how! 

Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! offers all you need to develop the inner strength you require 

to become sexually sober so you’ll successfully change yourself into the sort of person you truly admire.  

And, here’s proof of how you’ll achieve this goal without fail… 

 You'll bravely take that vital first step to taming your wild sexual urges because you’ll discover the 

simplest way to start your change process, 

 You’ll discover the secret to subduing your compelling sexual urges because your eyes will open 

to the reason your urges easily overpower you, 

 Then you'll consciously muster sufficient courage/will-power to resist and loosen yourself from the 

tight grip of your overbearing sexual urges, 

 And you'll not relapse to your addictive behaviour after you’ve become sexually sober because 

your new attitude will become a solid personal standard, 

 Your reformation is assured because you'll enjoy the rare privilege of an ongoing confidential 

mentoring support from someone who's practically undergone the process, and to crown it all… 

 You’ll surprisingly usher yourself into the unbelievable life that inevitably awaits anyone who 

dares cross over the line from sexual addiction to sobriety. 

Okay... doesn't this brief overview sufficiently suggest that Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and 

all it offers guarantee that you’ll become sexually sober without fail? Well, beside these logical steps... 
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 I’ll like you to thoroughly understand why Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers you is 

a truly lasting solution for your heavy sexual appetite. So, these are the underlying reasons. 

First things first… 

You'll Easily Adapt to the Change Process 

Military strategists often say that understanding an enemy’s tactics is the best preparation for battle. Well, 

in this regard, since you’ll first understand the confusing details behind sexual addiction and figure why 

you've become a slave to your intense urges; you’ll boldly take the first step to activate your sobriety. 

This is what I mean... 

You’ll discover the roots of your frequent sexual urges and the reason they easily control you, you’ll know 

how you become sexually aroused; why you strive to satisfy your irresistible urges at all cost, and very 

important, why you regularly justify your irrational sexual manners. 

And beside that… 

You’ll know why you still indulge in your irrational conducts even against your wish and why you also 

delay dealing with your tough sexual urges even when you’re painfully distressed with your attitude.  

And because you’ll grab the confusing difference between sexual addiction and other types of addictions, 

you’ll both understand why you constantly fail at correcting your overwhelming behaviour and why 

recovery from sexual addiction could be really challenging for any poorly informed person. 

Now… since this insight will prepare you mentally to begin the change process by empowering you with 

new information that’ll completely dissolve the ignorance surrounding your sexual ordeal, Breaking the 

Habits of Sexual Addictions! will open the door to your recovery because… 

You'll Boldly Resist Any Unreasonable Sexual Enticement 

Once you become enlightened about the confusing details surrounding your hyperactive sexual nature, 

you’ll adequately develop the will-power to loosen yourself from its tight grip because you’ll discover the 

secret to taming your wild desires. 

Here's how this will happen... 

Because you’ll develop the inner strength to fearlessly resist your overpowering urges and prevent 

yourself from being unnecessarily aroused, you’ll not fall for inappropriate sexual enticements; you’ll 

easily quit your unreasonable conducts and you’ll successfully limit your sexual activities.  

And the result is... 

Your deep and painful feelings of guilt, shame and inferiority will disappear because you’ll establish a 

clear conscience; new sense of pride and an incredible self-image and - esteem. And, you’ll feel clean, 

good, mature and confident as someone your age and status’s supposed to. You won’t have to lie, 

pretend, cheat or give sexual concerns an abnormal priority in your associations and relationships.  And, 

you’ll also save all the time, money and resources that you normally spend on irrational sexual concerns. 

So… do you see how Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! will help you muster sufficient courage to 

restrain your intense sexual urges? Now, here’s a sensible way to confirm the efficiency of this solution…  
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You’ll Not Return to Your Addictive Behaviour 

If you don’t already know this, I must tell you now that relapsing or reversing to a habit or worse state 

after a period of abstinence is a gigantic challenge with recovery from any addictive situation. But, you 

won’t experience such devastating setback because Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! offers you 

a lasting solution to developing your inner strength so you’ll habitually control your tough sexual desires.  

Let me tell you why this is so… 

Since you’ll develop your emotional intelligence, overhaul your personal values and acquire the will-power 

to master your sexual urges, you’ll easily spot and overcome irrational sexual appeals because your new 

attitude will become a strong standard.  

And since you’ll agree that these points are clearly potent factors of a lasting remedy, you’ll always have 

your sexual urges under check. 

Now… do you know why the entire package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! boldly assures 

this victory over your compulsive sexual attitude? Well, It’s clearly because…  

You Won’t Encounter Any Limiting Obstacle                                                                       

To get it right without mistakes... I learned from personal experience that ongoing support and mentorship 

from someone who’s practically gone through the process would the best way forward. Let me tell you 

how you’ll enjoy this unique advantage as you develop the will-power to control your strong sexual urges. 

See what I mean… 

You’ll have a trusted confidant and a reliable shoulder to lean on, and you’ll get intelligent advice and a 

steady boost of confidence from real life experience. Hence, you’ll enjoy a sincere recovery relationship, 

you’ll never be left on your own and you’ll never be stuck at any point. 

And the result is… 

Because you’ll not have any cause to feel ashamed or embarrassed since your privacy will always remain 

private, you’ll confidently discuss your ordeal and shed your burden. Therefore, developing your inner 

strength will be easy, quick and assured since you’ll definitely start and complete your recovery process. 

Okay… since you’ve seen that Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! assures you’ll become sexually 

sober with a reassuring arm around your shoulder, here’s a special privilege you’ll enjoy afterwards… 

You’ll Enjoy the Rare Benefits of Sexual Integrity 

I sadly discovered that an alarming number of sexual compulsives remain that way because they’re 

ignorant to or find it difficult to accept the fact that a much better life in every respect inevitably awaits 

anyone who dares cross over to sexual sobriety. Did you know this? 

Well, just in case you didn’t know this fact, I’ll have to throw some light on the unique and exclusive 

privileges that’ll surely accrue to you when you successfully learn to control your powerful sexual urges. 

So, here they are… 
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You’ll smartly avoid and won’t suffer the terrible misery of sexual compulsion that seriously plagues 

mankind and you’ll accomplish what a sorry number of people never will in their lifetime, because you’ll 

be privy to a rare form of knowledge that society inadequately addresses. Hence, you’ll be empowered 

above the average person and you’ll know what most people never will.  

And because of these peculiar privileges... 

You’ll enjoy the mental and spiritual clarity that results from becoming sexual sober. You’ll amazingly 
step-up your personal productivity and most important, you’ll attain the uncommon but true hallmark of 
adulthood… mental maturity! And the result is, you’ll not only be very proud of your achievement but you’ll 
clearly stand-out from the crowd as an enviable pacesetter. 

Okay... I believe you’ve seen for yourself that Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers is 

a truly lasting means to winning the frustrating struggles with your intense sexual urges, so you’ll quit your 

annoying behaviour, moderate your sexual activities and be happy? I’m sure you have… haven’t you?   

Now I want you to acquaint yourself with these adjoining advantages too… 

 

In Addition to the Above… You’ll Definitely Enjoy these 3 Astonishing 
Benefits that Tag Along Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

First of all… 

  You’ll Never Lose Interest 

Maybe you’ve previously experienced a situation where something really ignited your passion and action 

for a while only to find yourself gradually losing steam until you eventually forgot all about it. Have you? 

Okay, let me explain why you won’t experience this with Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

The reasons are very clear… 

It’s concise and straight to the point, talking only about what you need to know rather than wander into 

irrelevant details; hence you’ll be adequately inspired and totally engrossed all the way. And since, you’ll 

find it both intriguing and captivating, you’ll steadily read from start to finish. 

And the result is… 

You’ll understand all you study, you’ll easily store the information in your memory, and you’ll conveniently 

recall what you’ve learned and smartly apply your new knowledge when the need arises in real life 

situations. So, you’ll not waste your time because you’ll successfully commence and complete your 

recovery process. 

As a mater of fact… you won’t feel any resistance to giving Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

your undivided attention. And like me, you may even be tempted to read it over and over again. 

Second of all… 

You’ll Find It Very Convenient 

Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is a PDF (portable document format) book. And, even if you’re 

unfamiliar with these terms for now, here’s what you must know at the moment… 
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Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is very convenient to use! 

Let me explain this properly… 

Even if you lack adequate computer or internet skills, you won’t have any cause to worry because you’ll 

receive simple step by step instructions to follow; you’ll not be confused, you won’t encounter difficulties 

of any sort or become stranded at any point… it’s simple to download, navigate and read! 

And you must know too that… 

Because it’s very handy, you can use it in a variety of ways. You can easily use it on any computer or 

hand-held device like mobile phones, iPads or e-readers, etc. that support PDF documents. Like me, you 

can even print it out in paper form so you’ll always have it next to you. So, you’re not restricted by use. 

Well, here’s the bottom line… Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is user friendly. 

Third of all… 

You Can Share it Freely 

Does this sound surprising to you? Well, clearly unlike other books that are legally bound by strict 

distribution policies, you can freely share Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! once you’ve got it in 

your possession. 

Here’s the reason… 

You’ll get the distribution licence and you’ll only have to abide by the legal specifications therein, so 

readership is not restricted to you alone. You can let anyone have it and you can even sell the book or 

distribution rights for any price you want because you’ll have the legal cover (master resale rights).  

Okay let Me Summarize these 3 Benefits… Breaking the Habits of 

Sexual Addictions! is Captivating User-friendly and Free to Share. 

I believe you’ve now got every reason to understand that… 

 

Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is a unique informational guide that offers you both a lasting 

remedy and an experienced confidential mentoring opportunity so you’ll quickly develop the will-power to 

easily restrain your overpowering sexual behaviour and replace your deep and painful secret worries with 

an incredible sense of personal pride... think this over deeply! 

 

And because you’ll do yourself so much good if you thought this over intelligently, here’s a smart thing to 

do at this point… 

 

Slow Down Briefly… Consider this Naked Fact! 

I’ll safely say you still remember why you’re reading this book. Well, you’ve read this far truly because...  
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 Your sexual behaviour has become a tormenting source of severe concern, 

 You’re disturbed that you can’t even control yourself when your urges arise, 

 You hate the frequency at which you fall for unnecessary sexual enticements purely against your 

wish: worse is the way you feel immediately after the activity, 

 You’re overwhelmed about the miserable impact of your sexual habit on your life… the undue 

seclusion, the long sad quiet moods and moments, your deep painful and secret feelings of guilt 

(shame and inferiority),  and… 

 You often wonder why you still behave the way you do at your age and status. 

But… do you realize your sexual ordeal wouldn’t just change on its own accord? In fact, your situation 

would surely escalate in incremental amounts and become tougher to resolve with each passing day if 

you don’t immediately do something to administer a remedy… I’m sure you already know what I mean! 

Now… wouldn’t it be grossly unreasonable if you had a glimpse of a dependable solution backed with 

logical facts and still remained chained by your compulsive sexual behaviour, when your reformation 

rather than being a martyr to your painful burden is supposed to be your sole responsibility as an adult?   

On the contrary, wouldn’t it be both sensible and intelligent if you capitalized on this uncommon 

opportunity that Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! offers you to… 

 Spot and refuse irrational sexual enticements, 

 Put an end to your annoying behaviour, 

 Moderate your sexual activities with firm boundaries, 

 Enjoy the mental and spiritual clarity that’ll step up your personal productivity, and… 

 Acquire an incredible self-image, -esteem, and -respect? 

Now think about this… because it concerns your chief purpose of reading this book, Breaking the Habits 

of Sexual Addictions! offers all you’ll require to develop a firm self-control, keep a tight leash on your wild 

sexual urges, limit your sexual conducts, change your irritating behaviour and be really proud of yourself. 

And since I believe you’ve thought this over logically, let me immediately tell you… 

How to Get Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

You can easily get Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! from 

anywhere in the world you’re located as described on page 21 ahead. 

And while this opportunity still exists, it’ll only cost U.S. $9.99 instead of 

U.S. $14.99 and you can equally pay in the equivalent of your local or 

national currency if you don’t use the United States Dollars. 

Now here’s what you must consider at this point! 

You must understand that Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

and all it offers isn’t a burden on your finances due to these reasons... 

 It’s cheaper than any effective solution you’ll find and you’ll also save 

all the money you’ll definitely spend on sexually related issues in 

future; protection, phone bills, transport costs and others, etc. 

 And, because the benefits far outweigh the cost in exponential proportions however you consider it... 
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Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers is an intelligent life-time investment you’ll 

forever be grateful for. Most important, harnessing this opportunity would be a good test to confirm your 

commitment to becoming sexually sober because you’ll practically separate yourself from the dreamers.  

And you won't have to worry about your money because it’s absolutely safe since... 

You’ll Have a Full 12-Month RISK-FREE Trial 

You must understand that, if for any reason within the period of 12-calendar months from the day you 

purchase Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and you discover it isn’t exactly what you want; you’ll 

get a complete, quick and courteous refund of the purchase cost... no questions asked! 

So with this assurance... 

You’ll have enough time to confirm its integrity, and see for yourself if it truly delivers all it promises and all 

I’ve talked about. And, because you’ll eventually verify every claim with your resulting sexual attitude, you 

won’t make any mistake if you grabbed this opportunity because your confidence won’t suffer anyway. 

 

This Guarantee Is Expressed in Print Form and Is Applicable by Law for a Period of 12-Calendar 

Months... so you’ve got concrete reasons to confidently get Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

  

Note too that… 

You’ve Also Got Two Reassuring Bonuses 

Let me draw your attention to some other solid evidences that Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

and all it offers is totally committed to helping you muster the will-power to control your heavy sexual 

appetite once and for all. I’m talking about these 2 special bonuses you’ll surely be grateful for! 

Bonus # 1: Your Free Ongoing Confidential Mentoring Support… 

This is both an open and practical invitation for you to confirm my competency and the uniqueness of this 

opportunity.  

Since you won’t pay for this rather charged hourly service over a whole period of 12-calendar months, 

you’ll have a glaring chance to tap from my wealth of experience and know first-hand if I can actually 

assist you get your extremely strong sexual urges under check, and because… 

I’m unshakeably confident that I’ll give you quality mentoring… your sobriety is absolutely guaranteed! 

Bonus #2: Your Free Distribution License… 

Unlike most literary resources, using Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! won’t be restricted to you 

alone because you’ll receive a copy of the legal distribution rights.  

Because of this advantage, you can share it with anyone and you can also sell the book and distribution 

license for any price you like. Hence, you can recoup the purchase price many times over, so… 
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This would be like having Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! at no cost to you… absolutely free!  

In effect… these bonuses are iron-clad reassurances that you’ll not only be making an intelligent 

decision to get Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! because in the nearest future… 

 

You’ll Surely Tell Wonderful Testimonies like These! 

Absolutely True! OR… how else would you confirm the facts of this opportunity if not with 

experiences of your expectations? Okay, these are a few insights to how you’ll feel in due course… 

1. All You Said about Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is True Thanks for your sincerity; I’m 

so fascinated because I can easily restrain my sexual appetite now. And, I’ll honestly say that I saw the 

results soon enough although you explained that reformation time was relative to individual 

circumstances. Today, I’m a sexually sober person and I’m so proud about it. 

2. I Ignorantly Questioned the Possibility of Taming My Sexual Urges Before Now I still remember 

the frustrating and tiring struggles with my obsessive sexual desires even when the situation was clearly 

irrational. But, the best I could do to alleviate this situation was manage to subdue the urges for only a 

while after which I heavily relapsed to the same irritating behaviour I had temporarily forsaken; while 

suffering an ever increasing guilt complex. Looking back in retrospect however, I wondered as a result of 

this experience if sexual sanity could ever apply to me. But, thanks to Breaking the Habits of Sexual 

Addictions! and all it offered, I’m glad I never fell for that mind trick because I’m evidence to the contrary. 

3. Thanks for Being a Friend and Mentor at a Time of Need Your support was vital to overcoming my 

compulsive sexual behaviour. Thanks for keeping me focused and dedicated, and for throwing more light 

on the theory in Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! I’m very grateful for excavating my shame and 

keeping my privacy private. I’ll always respect you for that! I still value your attentive ears, the soothing 

advice and personal experiences you openly shared with me, and thanks for answering my questions 

promptly. Thanks too for helping me overcome my technical handicap because I wasn’t really computer 

or internet savvy. I sincerely appreciate your commitment to my sobriety... I’m deeply touched! 

4. I’ve Reached the Peak of Adulthood Too… Mental Maturity! You were right. I really achieved a lot 

more than sexual sanity. I developed my emotional intelligence and I habitually adapt this powerful ability 

whenever I’m faced with a moral dilemma. Surprising to me, I’ve become a role model of possibilities to 

folks who once ridiculed my obsessive sexual behaviour, and these experiences have overhauled my 

self-esteem with a new sense of pride and confidence. I’m no longer an emotionally immature adult! 

5. $9.99 is Nothing Compared to the Benefits from Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! I truly 

couldn’t afford it at the time but I refused to let this become an obstacle when I realized that I’ll surely 

waste more than that on sexually related issues. Considering the merits, I chose to make an intelligent 

decision by making it a goal with a plan to purchase Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! And, 

besides buying the book and becoming sexually sober… I’ve saved up funds that far surpass $9.99! 

Okay... I believe that reading through the testimonies have given you a bird’s eye view of what you stand 

to benefit from the whole package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! Hasn’t it? 

So remember that altogether you’ve got... 
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7 Reassuring Reasons to Confidently Embrace…                                                                      

Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

Yes! These bona fide reasons should keep you rest assured that getting Breaking the Habits of Sexual 

Addictions! and all it offers would be one of the smartest decisions you’ll make in life. 

I hope you still recall all you stand to benefit…  

 A lasting remedy to develop the will-power to control your heavy sexual appetite, 

 Caring ongoing confidential mentoring support from one who’s practically undergone the process, 

 Flexible transformation procedure to suit your conveniences, 

 Accessible from anywhere in the world you’re located, 

 Pocket friendly (as good as free) solution, 

 12-month RISK FREE trial to safeguard your interests, and... 

 An avenue to achieve mental maturity and reach the true peak of adulthood. 

Aren’t these points reason enough to sustain your confidence so you’ll boldly grab this rare opportunity? 

 

Okay... Having Both Sensibly and Intelligently Considered this Truly 

Lasting Opportunity to Restrain Your Compulsive Sexual Appetite 

with Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! So You’ll Be 

Remarkably Happy with the New Life Ahead, You’ll Have to… 

Understand Why You Must Act Fast to                                                                                           

Benefit from this Uncommon Opportunity 

Though I truly feel duty-bound to help you resolve your overpowering sexual appetite, quit your disgusting 

habits, and become sexually sober so you’ll be very happy with yourself… 

I’ll equally have to let you know why this opportunity won’t last forever... hence you’ll only achieve 

this aspiration of yours (sexual discipline) only by jumping on the bandwagon right away! 

So here’s the reason… 

I’m sure you’ve figured after reading this far that, the single most important element that assures you’ll 

achieve sexual integrity without fail is the exclusive, ongoing confidential mentoring support you’ll receive 

via e-mail, phone or in person once you have the entire package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual 

Addictions! And since it’s a unique opportunity to leverage and confirm my experience and competence, I 

sincerely believe that… 

You’ll appreciate me mentoring you personally and maintaining the quality of your ongoing 

support rather than delegate this very vital responsibility, and… 

Because I’m only human, I’m sure you’ll understand that I can only effectively and efficiently attend to a 

limited number of persons, and that’s because I wouldn’t trade your due attention and ultimate 

satisfaction for any reason whatsoever… that’s the first reason you must act fast to benefit from this rare 

opportunity. And on a second note... 
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You’ll also enjoy the discount rate of U.S. $9.99 and save yourself some extra cash if you embrace this 

opportunity while it’s still open, hence you won’t be suddenly taken unawares just in case the price 

changes to U.S. $14.99 without prior notice, so... 

Now that’s it’s still fresh on your mind, here’s how to strike while the iron is hot so you’ll activate 

your sobriety with Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers you soon enough! 

 Turn to the 12-month RISK-FREE trial order details form on the next page (page 21) and you’ll 

see exactly how to conveniently get Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! from anywhere in 

the world you’re located, or if you prefer it this way… 

 Call +234 8131934547 (no sms) or send an email to vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com with 

subject “order details” and you’ll get any directions you require. 

And just in case you’ve got any questions to ask… 

 The questions and answers section immediately follows the order detail page ahead. I’m certain 

you’ll find appropriate answers to any questions you may like to ask. 

So I’ll strongly urge you to…   

Turn to the 12-month RISK-FREE trial order details on the next page and act immediately since you’ve 

got every logical reason to do so... don’t procrastinate nor unintelligently fall for any limiting obstacle! 

To your sobriety, 

 

 

Dean Awah                                                                                                                                         

VantageInfo Publishing Ventures 

 

P.S. Take a moment to consider why you’ve given this book your attention... answer yourself aloud and 

think deeply about it too! 

P.S.S. Don’t forget that Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is a unique informational guide that 

offers you a truly lasting solution and an experienced confidential mentoring opportunity so you’ll quickly 

develop the will-power to easily control your overpowering sexual behaviour and replace your deep 

painful and secret worries with an incredible sense of personal pride 

P.S.S.S. Remember you owe it to yourself to make an intelligent decision after reading this book since it’s 

a true test of your resolve to activate your sobriety. So take full responsibility of your ordeal as an adult, 

become a doer and separate yourself from the ignorant dreamers rather than stomach your pain 

P.S.S.S.S. Don’t hesitate to consult the questions and answers section ahead just in case you’ve got any 

questions you may want to ask 

 

Please Turn Over to the Next Page         

mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com
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12-Month RISK-FREE Trial Order Details 

YES! -- Remember you’ve got a full period of 12-calendar months from the date of purchase to test and 

verify the entire package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! And, if for any reason you’re not 

totally satisfied with the book, the ongoing mentoring support or you don’t see how you could sensibly 

become sexually sober within this period, you’ll immediately get a quick, full and courteous refund of your 

U.S. $9.99 purchase cost without questions immediately you request it… this is an iron-clad guarantee! 

And because this guarantee is bound by law, you’ve got every reason to place your order once 

you’ve read and agree to the terms and conditions (No. 30) on the questions and answers section. 

Proceed to order for the package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! using the most convenient 

method of payment: (1.) Bank payment (Nigerian Visitors), or… (2.) Online Payment (Foreign Visitors) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 

Bank Payment (Nigerian Visitors):  

You can pay the naira equivalent (as at the date of payment) of U.S. $9.99 for the package of Breaking 

the Habits of Sexual Addictions! to the United Bank for Africa account below by direct deposit from any 

of the nations branches or via cash transfer from any U.B.A. account or from ANY other bank in Nigeria. 

Bank Deposit/Transfer (U.B.A to U.B.A) -- Account Name: Dean Awah Account No.: 09399356601152 

Bank Deposit/Transfer (Pay from any bank) -- Account Name: Dean Awah Account No.: 2017624237 

Please endeavour to send the following details by sms to +234 813 1934 547 immediately after payment: 

(1.) Full Names (2.) Branch of Payment (3.) Deposit Slip No. (4.) Amount Paid (5.) E-mail Address 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- 

Online Payment (Foreign Visitors):  

If you don’t live in my home country Nigeria, I’ll tell you how to conveniently pay the U.S. $9.99 purchase 

cost for the package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! with electronic-cash from anywhere in 

the world you’re located.  

I’ll show you how to get a free, fast and safe electronic-cash account; I’ll explain how you’ll fund it with 
U.S. $9.99 ONLY with your local or national currency so you’ll transfer it to order for the package of 
Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

And, be rest assured that you won’t have to disclose any confidential financial information like your credit 

card or electronic-cheque details because you won’t require those to pay and I won’t request them either, 

hence your personal details remain absolutely safe.  

So here’s all you need to do to order for Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers you 

from anywhere you’re located in the world while this opportunity still lasts... 

Call +234 813 1934 547 (no sms) or send an e-mail to vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com with 

subject “foreign order details” and I’ll immediately oblige you with every single detail you require! 

 

mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS SECTION! 

 

Attention Please! Having read through this valuable free book… have you got any questions you’d want 
answered? Well, this section adequately provides answers to the questions concerning this uncommon 
opportunity to restrain your heavy sexual appetite with Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it 

offers you. So, read through the entire list and you’ll find answers to any questions you’ll like to ask me… 

 

QUESTION 1: Can I Really Learn to Control My Heavy Sexual Appetite?  

ANSWER: Absolutely... you can successfully accomplish this aim too! All you’ll require would be 

developing the will-power to courageously resist your tough urges whenever the need arises and that’s 

exactly what Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers will help you achieve without fail.

 

QUESTION 2: Is this a Truly Lasting Solution for My Obsessive Sexual Behaviour? 

ANSWER: Sure! Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers a lasting solution for your 

sexual ordeal, because the procedure scores logical points that strictly adhere to standard procedures as 

it concerns the subject matter (facts you can freely confirm yourself), hence this solution is truly lasting.

 

QUESTION 3: Would I Get Results and Become Sexually Sober Soon Enough?  

ANSWER: Honestly, you’ll get positive results soon enough even though this is relative to each 

individual... and let me tell you why this is so! I learned from personal experience and extensive research 

that understanding a few basic concepts would immediately initiate a paradigm shift that’ll trigger your 

change process and help you develop the will-power to resolve your ordeal. So, even though I emphasize 

that reformation time is relative, you’ll get quick results with Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions!

 

QUESTION 4: Can I Ascertain the Validity of this Opportunity? 

ANSWER: You’ll have a full 12 calendar-month risk-free trial to verify for yourself that Breaking the Habits 

of Sexual Addictions!  and the ongoing confidential mentoring support that tags along are exactly what 

you require to become sexually sober. And since this guarantee is available in print form it’s equally 

enforceable by law. This measure ensures that your confidence to take on this opportunity won’t suffer.

 

QUESTION 5: How Reliable Is the Ongoing Confidential Mentoring Support? 

ANSWER: It’s reliable enough to help you achieve your aim without fail. The ongoing confidential 

mentoring support is the practical aspect that balances the theory described in Breaking the Habits of 

Sexual Addictions! In fact, it provides the typical atmosphere you’ll require to loosen up, adapt and 

nurture your sobriety into a new personal standard. And, that’s the reason this opportunity is both unique 

and exclusive. 
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QUESTION 6: Is My Privacy/Confidentiality Assured?   

ANSWER: Definitely… you won’t have any cause to worry about your privacy/confidentiality because 

standard ethics stipulate that such personal issues be kept private, and in the confines of your consent 

only. Because this is my typical approach, be confident that I’ll respect your privacy/confidentiality.

 

QUESTION 7: What If I Don’t Get Expected Results? 

ANSWER: Though I doubt this for obvious reasons, I’ll say you’ve got nothing to worry about if you don’t 

get expected results, because both law and the terms and conditions of this opportunity mandate that 

only your eventual satisfactory consent seals this deal, hence you’ll be refunded the full cost for the 

entire package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions!  promptly and without questions if you 

express any sort of dissatisfaction within the 12-calendar months risk-free trial period. So, you needn’t 

worry about not getting expected results because you won’t suffer any regrets even if it ever happens.

 

QUESTION 8: Supposing I Dislike this Opportunity? 

ANSWER: I’m sure this won’t happen, but you won’t have to bother if you don’t like this opportunity 

because you’ll be refunded the full cost of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions!  and all it offer if you 

express any dissatisfaction within the 12-month risk-free trial period. Both law and the terms and 

conditions of this offer stipulate this in order to assure your confidence and total satisfaction.

 

QUESTION 9: Why Should I Trust the Refund Policy? 

ANSWER: The reason you should trust the refund policy is clear and understandable. The policy is 

expressly stated (in print form) in the terms and conditions of this offer and is also enforceable by law. So, 

this should equip you with the confidence to trust the refund policy since the reason is purely logical.

 

QUESTION 10: How Can I Cope with My Inadequate Computer or Internet Skills? 

ANSWER: There’s no problem if you’re not computer or internet savvy, because you won’t encounter 

technical difficulties of any sort once you can read, write and follow the simple step-by-step instructions 

you’ll receive with your purchase package. Hence, your technical ignorance won’t hinder you anyway.

 

QUESTION 11: How Soon Would I receive My Package after Payment? 

ANSWER: Soonest! Once I get the payment alert with regards your mode of payment; I’ll send the entire 

package (book and others) to your e-mail address together with the instructions for harnessing your 

ongoing confidential mentoring support. So, this would truly depend to a large extent on the respective 

communications network for bank or online payments. All the same, you’ll receive the book soon after I 

receive your payment alert... a few short hours maximum! 
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QUESTION 12:  When Would My Ongoing Mentoring Support Commence? 

ANSWER: It entirely depends on you… once I receive your payment alert, and e-mail the entire package 

containing all you need to know and you’re ready to request my assistance!

 

 QUESTION 13: What’s the Size of the Book? 

ANSWER: The book is 34 pages.

 

QUESTION 14: Do I Really Get the Distribution License? 

ANSWER: Yes you would! Because it’s clearly stated in the terms and conditions of this opportunity, 

you’ll surely get the distribution rights along with your purchase package.

 

QUESTION 15: What’s the Current Price for this Opportunity? 

ANSWER: The present rate is U.S. $9.99 instead of U.S. $14.99   

 

QUESTION 16: Can’t I Negotiate…Is $9.99 the Lowest Price Possible? 

ANSWER: This price is not negotiable. Rather, I want you to see it as the little sacrifice you’ll make to 

become sexually sober because the benefits far surpass the cost. First… the U.S. $9.99 cost to reform 

your addictive sexual behaviour is no way comparable to what you’ll pay elsewhere for a truly lasting 

solution. Second… I’m sure you know you’re likely to spend much more than this price in the nearest 

future on irrational sexually related concerns. Finally… remember that since you’ll have the distribution 

rights and can share or even sell the book and/or licence at any price, I’ll say it’s like having Breaking the 

Habits of Sexual Addictions! absolutely free. For these reasons, this is the lowest price offer possible.  

 

QUESTION 17: Could this Price Change? 

ANSWER: I wouldn’t give a direct or express answer to this question because it actually depends on a 

couple of discrete logistics. However, I’ll strongly advice that you enjoy the discounted offer of U.S. $9.99 

just in case it changes to U.S. $14.99 without prior notice.

 

QUESTION 18: Supposing I Can’t Afford It? 

ANSWER: Though you’ll have to make the decision yourself; here’s what I’ll suggest if that’s truly the 

situation. Considering its overall importance to you, I’ll advice that you make it a concrete goal with a 

sensible plan to at least try Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers... and let your word 

be your bond! This way, you’ll definitely benefit from this opportunity even if you can’t afford it right now. 
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QUESTION 19: Is this Really a Limited Time Offer…Could it End Anytime? 

ANSWER: Yes… since the seasoning of this opportunity is the unique ongoing confidential mentoring 

support you’ll get, and because I can adequately attend to a limited number of persons only, this offer 

would cease as I approach this limit because I wouldn’t trade your satisfaction for any reason whatsoever!

 

QUESTION 20: How Do I Place My Order? 

ANSWER: The payment modes are clearly outlined on page 21 of this book. It’s either by bank deposit or 

transfer, or online with electronic cash. So, you’ll have to choose the most convenient option for you.

 

QUESTION 21: Can I Pay Cash in Person? 

ANSWER: NO! This is clearly outside the terms and conditions of this opportunity… don’t ever pay cash 

to anyone including me. If you live in my home country Nigeria, you could decide to receive the package 

of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! in a storage device at my office, only when you tender the 

appropriate payment details. Never pay cash to anyone for this purpose!

 

QUESTION 22: What if I Encounter Any Unanticipated Hitches During Payment? 

ANSWER: I’ve anticipated with a view to ensuring this doesn’t occur, but you needn’t worry if it ever does. 

All you need do if you experience any confusions during payment is call +234 8131934547 (no sms) or 

send an e-mail to vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com with subject “payment issues” and I’ll help you 

resolve any hitches. So, any unexpected snags during the payment process shouldn’t bother you anyway.

 

QUESTION 22: Who Is Dean Awah? 

ANSWER: Dean Awah is the founder and CEO of VantageInfo Publishing Ventures. A pop psychologist, 

self-development coach, internet entrepreneur and the author of this free book How to CONTROL… Your 

Heavy Sexual Appetite! 

 

QUESTION 23: Why Should I Rely On Dean’s Experience and Competence? 

ANSWER: The reason you should rely on my experience and competence is simply logical. I’m a pop 

psychologist and an insightful teacher with a deep passion for personal development and researching the 

subject matter. Most important, I’m endowed with the rare gift of attention to details (my entire approach 

strictly follows standard ethics and conventions) and I freely share my regularly updated knowledge base 

too. Therefore, you can conveniently rely on my experience and competence because I’m convinced that 

you’ll benefit from my intellectual informational philanthropy. Summarizing... I’m a dependable mentor! 

 

 

mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com
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QUESTION 24: Tell Me about VantageInfo Publishing Ventures? 

ANSWER: VantageInfo Publishing Ventures is an information publishing outfit with a special emphasis on 

e-commerce. This new age outfit has a vision to develop and/or uncover and disseminate such vital 

information that society inadequately addresses or sweeps under the carpet, in a unique and thorough 

fashion that complements individual understanding. 

Parallel to this vision, VantageInfo Publishing Ventures as a world-class digital publishing vendor has a 

mission to reach anyone around the globe in need of its advantageous publications, with the objective of 

developing the emotional intelligence and ensuring better lives; moulding mentally mature individuals; 

spreading this contagious influence, and in due course overhaul the society at large positively.  

VantageInfo Publishing Ventures is a registered business with the Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC) 

of Nigeria: 

Business Registration Number: ED54786 

Registered Business Address: 5 Ofali Agwu Road, Amaekpu-Ohafia, Abia State, Nigeria 

Online Confirmation links: www.cacnigeria.org; www.cacnigeria.com; www.cacnigeria.net  

Nationwide Correspondence Offices: Call +234 8131934547 (no sms) or send an email to 

vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com with subject “office contact” to get the correspondence offices details.

 

QUESTION 25: How Do I Contact the Author/Publisher? 

ANSWER: It’s easy to contact the author or publisher: 

Present Correspondence Office: Ground Floor, 5 Obasogie Street, Off Dumez Road, Sapele Road, 

Benin City, Nigeria 

Phone: +234 8131934547 

E-mail: vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com 

Office Hours: 8:00a.m. - 6:00p.m. GMT (Monday - Friday) 

Note that the correspondence office address detail provided is as valid as at the time of this publication!

 

QUESTION 26: Can I Share My Personal Views/Opinions About this Opportunity? 

ANSWER: Yes... your opinions concerning this opportunity would be appreciated because this 

communication is meant to be interactive. And when you do, I’ll adequately understand your 

thoughts, how you feel and what you expect from me too. This way, there wouldn’t be doubts to 

your ultimate satisfaction since it’s all I’m committed to. So, please share your views very freely! 

 

http://www.cacnigeria.org/
http://www.cacnigeria.com/
http://www.cacnigeria.net/
mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com
mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com
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QUESTION 27: Okay... How Can I Share My Personal Views/Opinions? 

ANSWER: Simple! All you require to interact and share your concerns with me is call+234 8131934547 

(no sms) or send an e-mail with subject “my opinion” to vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com I’ll be very 

pleased to hear from you.

 

 QUESTION 28: How Do I Post My Testimony?  

ANSWER: Honestly, I really love receiving testimonies and here’s how to send me yours. Call +234 

8131934547 (no sms) or send an e-mail with subject “testimony” to vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com I’ll 

be too glad to hear you’ve got good news to share!

 

QUESTION 29: How Can I Get Answers to Other Questions Not Answered Here? 

ANSWER: Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you’ve got unanswered questions because I hate to 

keep you in the dark. So, call +234 8131934547 (no sms) or send an e-mail with subject “unanswered 

question” to vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com I’ll promptly answer any questions you may have.

 

QUESTION 30: Are these the Terms and Conditions Binding this Opportunity? 

ANSWER: YES! These terms and conditions bind this opportunity to develop the will-power to control 

your heavy sexual appetite with the package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and the 

complimentary ongoing mentoring support you’ll receive. Please read through the entire list carefully... 

1. You must be 18yrs old and above ONLY to respond to this opportunity 

2. Accepting this offer indicates your express consent with the remaining clauses on this list 

3. Note that this offer would only be open for a limited amount of time after which only the current 

subscribers would receive due attention 

4. The publisher is an independent vendor of the book  Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions!  

5. The author is a pop psychologist and does not offer professional but problem solving solutions 

6. The mentoring support that tags along Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! is based on the 

authors’ personal experience, extensive studies and research, and is aimed at complementing 

the theory the book describes as well as ensuring that you successfully become sexually sober. 

However, this mentoring ONLY applies to those who order the book directly from the publisher! 

7. Be informed that you’ll only attain sexual sobriety if you religiously adhere to the instructions 

described in Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and the ongoing confidential mentoring 

support you’ll receive, and you must also know that the time-frame for sobriety is directly relative 

to the individual concerned 

8. The one-on-one mentoring support only applies to those who can reach the author/publisher in 

person at a correspondence office address 

9. Note that you must adhere to the specific legal policy that’s described in Breaking the Habits of 

Sexual Addictions! 

10.  You’re entitled to receive the MRR (master resale rights) on purchase of Breaking the Habits of 

Sexual Addictions! you can share it freely but you’ll be SOLELY responsible if you want to sell it... 

mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com
mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com
mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com
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11. You may even decide to sell the MRR (master resale rights) for Breaking the Habits of Sexual 

Addictions! at any price you wish, but you’ll be SOLELY responsible for this too! 

12. Please contact me via phone, e-mail or in person before you pay for the package of Breaking the 

Habits of Sexual Addictions! so any change in price would be appropriately communicated to you 

13. After purchasing the entire package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! you’ll have a 

complete 12-month risk free trial period to ascertain if it’s truly a lasting solution for your 

compulsive sexual behaviour. So, If for any reason you express any disapproval within this 

period, you’ll be refunded your full purchase cost promptly, courteously and without any questions 

14. The mode of payment is entirely up to you to decide; bank or online payment 

15. You’ll be e-mailed your purchase receipt on purchase of Breaking the Habits of Sexual 

Addictions! Please ensure you receive and keep it as an evidence of your purchase! 

16. You must NEVER pay cash to anyone including me as it concerns this opportunity to purchase 

the package of Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! 

17. Be sure to use only the payment order and account details described on page 21 with the 

author’s personal particulars... most especially the name Dean Awah! 

18. As soon as I receive your payment details, I’ll send the entire package by e-mail and immediately 

open a file/account for you so I’ll adequately keep track of and monitor your reformation process 

19. If I’m absent from the office for any reason like during a vacation etc., be rest assured that any 

filling helpdesk representative would be a professionally trained and adequately honed 

psychologist 

20. Your personal details like the details of your reformation process, e-mail, phone number, etc. 

would never be shared with a third party or used in a fashion you’ll dislike. However, you may 

receive complementary or relevant news flashes from me in your e-mail or phone by sms, but 

you’ll have an opportunity to unsubscribe from these services if you disapprove 

21. This free book How to CONTROL... Your Heavy Sexual Appetite! is an awareness tool for 

Breaking the Habits of Sexual Addictions! and all it offers you, and it’s been designed to provide 

competent and reliable information regarding the subject matter covered. However, you must use 

it with the understanding that neither the author or publisher is rendering a professional service 

but logically presenting intelligent and irrefutable facts 

 

Legal Notice for this Free Book... 

 

How to CONTROL... Your Heavy Sexual Appetite!                                                                               

Copyright © 2013 by Dean Awah                                                                                                                 

All Rights Reserved Worldwide. 

 Published in the Federal Republic of Nigeria by                                                                 

VantageInfo Publishing Ventures 

This book is copyright material protected by the Digital Millennium Act. You may distribute it freely but you 

CANNOT sell, copy, modify or adapt the mechanics without the written permission of the copyright owner. 

Note that infringement of this copyright policy attracts severe criminal penalties… be warned! 

 

Please Turn Over to the Next Page  
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Yes… I’m Talking to You! 

Dear Reader, I’ll briefly ask a few vital questions before you’re literally done reading this book… 

Have you even wondered why I’ve shamelessly decided to throw the spotlight on a provocative topic like 

the human sexual urges, or… do you know why I’ve made myself an experimental guinea pig for this sort 

of discussion like if it applies to me alone, and… have you even considered why I bother one bit about 

someone else’s obsessive sexual behaviour? Well, the reason is simple and straightforward too. 

But, I’ll have to foster your understanding with a simple explanation so you’ll quickly comprehend what I’m 

about to discuss.  

So here’s what I mean! 

Sexual urges are naturally prone to any normal human from the age of adolescence. And, because this 

period signals the onset of sexual maturity, our urges function as strong biological stimulators for the 

sexual activities that both lead to procreation and proliferation of the human race. 

Now, I want you to understand that since it remains irrefutable that our urges don’t only present 
themselves at the instances of procreative activities, it invariably leads us to understand that we live a 
very large part of our lives under the continuous and influencing pressures of our extremely strong sexual 
desires which are typically a very mighty call to action. 

And this is where a big problem originates... 

Instead of addressing this issue squarely and logically, we’re simply told to abstain from unreasonable 
sexual activities because abstinence is ideal. Well, I don’t dispute this initiative! But, doesn’t abstinence 
result from the ability to control one’s sexual urges? Answer me... I’m sure you’ll agree that’s correct! 

Well, I was never taught to control my sexual desires with a view to abstaining from irrational sexual 
conducts... were you taught?  

And if like me you weren’t taught, it’s normal to give in to these overpowering sexual urges by engaging in 

some form of sexual activity, and it’s equally normal to become suddenly overwhelmed by your sexual 

behaviour to the point of severe addiction; the way a big bundle is eventually formed when you 

continuously wind thread on an empty plastic reel.  

Worse still, you may even be absolutely ignorant to the cause when your compulsive sexual behaviour 

eventually becomes a burdensome issue; most people ignorantly go the extent of blaming it on the wrong 

reasons and it’s generally for these circumstances that... 

I want us to consider this bothering situation together! 

Okay, think about the worrisome ordeal you’ve had to put up with because of your domineering sexual 

urges. I mean the painful and secret inner burden and restlessness known to you alone due to the private 

and personal circumstances surrounding the issue.  

Now reconcile this with the fact that… 

Because sexual urges apply to every normal person, and also because almost everyone may go through 

some overpowering challenges with these urges at some point in life... imagine the sort of predicament a 

pitiful number of people have quietly suffered and endured since the origin of mankind, also… 
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Imagine what too many people currently undergo as a result of this issue, talk less of the inevitable lot 

(born and unborn) who inevitably stand to partake of this ordeal in future as the human population grows 

at astonishing rates. In conclusion, explore your imaginations and experiences (please be creative here) 

and deeply consider the wide variety of problems overpowering sexual urges also evoke. Well, if you’ve 

thought these points over carefully you’ll understand why I say this issue seriously threatens mankind. 

And this returns us to the questions I asked you only a while ago... 

Have you even wondered why I’ve shamelessly decided to throw the spotlight on a provocative topic like 

the human sexual urges, or… do you know why I’ve made myself an experimental guinea pig for this sort 

of discussion like if it applies to me alone, and… have you even considered why I bother one bit about 

someone else’s obsessive sexual behaviour? 

Okay... let me tell you the simple and straightforward reason! 

It’s because as important as it truly is and as devastating as the consequences of neglect really are, 

society inadequately addresses this concern that severely plagues humanity, and… 

Because I think the way I do or more appropriately like a wish inhaled on me, I’ve decided to become a 

beacon of hope to anyone the world over who’s been tangled by the webs of sexual addiction and suffers 

the deep painful and secret burden of a compulsive sexual behaviour.  

It’s my little way of expressing my gratitude to life and contributing my widow’s mite to society. 

And since you could sincerely testify to the fact that I’ll execute this self-imposed task much more 

effectively and efficiently with a little helping hand, here’s something important I ask of you… 

 

Lets both reap the rich rewards of the spirit that’ll accrue from this humane gesture by partnering with me! 

Join me spread the light of hope by ensuring that at least ONE person gets this free book…                

How to CONTROL… Your Heavy Sexual Appetite! 

 

And giving someone else this free book is really easy, fast and convenient…  

(1.) Explain how to download it instantly by sending a blank e-mail to sexualintegrity@sendfree.com 

(2.) Give out the electronic copy that’s in PDF or portable document format 

(3.) Share and/or encourage copying the printed copy that’s in paper form, or follow this free book on... 

www.facebook.com/sexualintegrity   Twitter:      www.twitter.com/DeanAwah  (4.) Facebook: 

So, if only because you got this book for free... be kind enough to extend the same goodwill too!  

P.S. If you’ve got any questions or comments with regards to giving out this free book How to 

CONTROL… Your Heavy Sexual Appetite! please don’t hesitate to call +234 8131934547 (no sms) or 

send an e-mail with subject “partnership matters” to vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com                                                            

mailto:sexualintegrity@sendfree.com
http://www.facebook.com/sexualintegrity
http://www.twitter.com/DeanAwah
mailto:vantageinfopublishing@yahoo.com

